
Commercial and Professional Series



The Chicago Cutlery brand began in 1930 as a 
knife conditioning service in the meat markets of 
Chicago.  

Our Specialty today:  Providing sharp and finely 
honed knives for the masters.

CHICAGO CUTLERY KNIVES INCLUDE:

 High-Carbon Stainless Steel Blades: Stronger, harder blade 
resists stains, rust, and pitting

 Full Tang; Forged Styles:  Optimal Weight and Balance
 One Year Limited Warranty
 Style:  Featuring diverse styles and attributes
 Elegance:  Gourmet knives at a variety of price points
 Convenience:  Many ergonomic Styles to choose from; a 

variety of knife types for virtually any use
 Commercial, Professional Options

Brand in the 
Forged Cutlery 

Category.



Featuring



 Innovative & ergonomic handle with patented Responsive Touch 
Technology™ that responds to the contour of the hand 

 ·  The result is remarkable control and comfort every time 
 ·  Die-cast steel bolster & handle for rigid support & precise connection 

with Responsive Touch™ handle 
 ·  German MoV Steel Blade: Superior corrosion-resistant properties, 

strength, and enhanced hardness 
 ·  26-degree, laser-controlled blade provides optimal sharpness and 

edge retention 
 ·  The black oxide finish (not coating) will not chip, peel or flake off, and 

is stain resistant 

7-pc Block Sets Includes: 8” chef knife, 5” partoku
knife, 5” utility knife, 4” parer, 8” bread knife, 
shears, wooden block with decorative faceplate and 
extra slots for additional knives and storage 
#1124968- black, #1124969-stainless steel

Video 1

Video 2

https://p.widencdn.net/zu8pov/1124970_CC_Prime_90_seconds
https://p.widencdn.net/inehh9/CC_PRIME-7pc-Silver-Block_1124969_MM


Commercial

COMMERCIAL FEATURES & BENEFITS:

 440A High Grade Stainless Steel with 
high carbon content.

 Textured Handles to create friction in 
a slick food processing environment

 NSF approved and certified
 4 Handle types

Biocurve, Softgrip, and 
Original  handle styles 

availableMulti Step honing and Sharpening:

 Hollow Ground to create thinner, finer 
blades to easily pass through poultry

 Hollow ground blade with a 26 degree 
total edge angle

 Sharpened for precision and effortless 
cutting



Avondale

16pc Set includes one: 8" Chef, 8" Bread, 4.5" 
Serrated Utility, 4.5 in Utility, 3.5 in Parer, eight 4.5" 
Steak, Kitchen Shears, Sharpening Steel, Wood Block, 
set #1122384 

AVONDALE FEATURES & BENEFITS:

 Dual Material Handle: Contemporary styling with 
curved  stainless steel and polymer handles

 Forged: Increased weight and balance
 Bolster: Keeps fingers from running up on the blade
 Full Tang: Adds strength, balance, and control 
 Reusable Blade Protectors: Keep knives secure                                                

and organized while protecting blade edge

Avondale’s 

contemporary design 

has broad appeal, while 

offering comfortable 

handles, full tang, and 

forged design at a 
value.



Belmont

16pc Set includes: eight 4-1/2” steak knives with 
espresso wood block, and one each 7-3/4” chef, 8” 
bread, 5” utility & 3-1/2” paring knife, 3” peeler, 
shears & sharpening steel - set #1106276

Belmont’s 

contemporary design 

has broad appeal, while 

offering comfortable 

handles, full tang, and 

forged design at a 

value.

BELMONT FEATURES & BENEFITS:

 Dual Material Handle: Contemporary styling with 
curved  stainless steel and polymer handles

 Forged: Increased weight and balance
 Bolster: Keeps fingers from running up on the blade
 Full Tang: Adds strength, balance, and control 
 Reusable Blade Protectors: Keep knives secure                                                

and organized while protecting blade edge



Damen

14pc Set includes: 7.75" Chef, 7.75" Bread, 4.5" 
Utility; two each: 3.5" Parer, six each: 4.5" Serrated 
Steak Knives, Shears, Sharpening Steel and Cherry 
Wood Block, set #1109822

Damen is an Asian-

inspired style of the 

best-selling triple-rivet 

poly handle, at an 

appealing price point.

DAMEN FEATURES & BENEFITS:

 Polymer Handles
 Triple Rivets: Securely fasten handle to tang for 

increased safety and stability
 Forged: Increased weight and balance
 Bolster: Keeps fingers from running up on the blade
 Full Tang: Adds strength, balance, and control 
 Reusable Blade Protectors: Keep knives secure                                                

and organized while protecting blade edge



Elston

ELSTON FEATURES & BENEFITS:

 Stainless Steel Handles: Contemporary; curved 
for style and comfort

 Forged: Increased weight, balance, and safety
 Full Tang: Adds strength, balance, and control
 Reusable Blade Protectors: Keep knives secure 

and organized while protecting blade edge

The Elston series offers 

contemporary styling 

with a curved stainless 

steel handle. Elston 

provides shoppers with 

a stainless steel handle 

option at an accessible 

price point.

16pc Set includes: one 8” chef & 6-3/4” bread knives, 
two each 4-3/4” utility knives & 3-1/4” parers, eight 4-
1/2” steak knives, shears, sharpening steel, and a 
wood block, set #1109814



Essentials

ESSENTIALS FEATURES & BENEFITS:

 Polymer Handles
 Triple Rivets: Securely fasten handle to tang 

for increased safety and stability
 Stamped
 Full Tang: Adds strength, balance, and 

control
 Reusable Blade Protectors: Keep knives 

secure and organized while protecting blade 
edge

Chicago Cutlery Essentials 

provides a branded cutlery 

offering for the grocery and 

mass channels at an 

approachable price point, 

without sacrificing key 

features and product quality.

15pc Set includes: 3” peeling, 3-1/2” paring, 4-1/2” 
serrated fruit, 4-3/4” serrated utility, 5” Partoku®, 7” 
Santoku, 8” scallop bread knives, kitchen shears, 6 
serrated steak knives & wood block, set #1080719



Insignia Steel

INSIGNIA STEEL FEATURES & BENEFITS:

 Stainless Steel Handles: Sleek and contemporary; 
contoured for comfort

 Forged : Increased weight and balance
 Full Tang: Adds strength, balance, and control
 High-Carbon Stainless Steel Blades: Stronger, 

harder blade resists stains, rust, and pitting
 Reusable Blade Protectors: Keep knives secure 

and organized while protecting blade edge

Ergonomically designed 

stainless steel handles 

combine comfort with sleek, 

contemporary styling.

18pc Set includes: 3" peeler, 3-1/4" parer, 6" boning, 
5" utility, 8" serrated bread, 7" Santoku, 8" slicer, 8" 
chef, shears, eight 4-1/2" steak knives & block with in-
block sharpener, set #1067823



Kinzie

KINZIE FEATURES & BENEFITS:

 Soft Grip Handle : Most preferred handle type; 
grip the knife comfortably

 Forged: Increased weight and balance
 Bolster: Keeps fingers from running up on the 

blade
 Reusable Blade Protectors: Keep knives secure                                                

and organized while protecting blade edge

Kinzie’s soft grip handle 

gives consumer a confident 

grip in the kitchen for any 

chopping or cutting task.

14pc Set includes: six 4-1/2” steak knives with 
espresso wood block, and one each: 7- 3/4” chef, 7-
3/4” bread, 4.75” utility & 3- 1/4” paring knives, 2 
3/4” peeler, shears & sharpening steel, set #1106279



Metropolitan

METROPOLITAN FEATURES & BENEFITS:

 Polymer Handles
 Triple Rivets: Securely fasten handle to tang 

for increased safety and stability
 Stamped
 Full Tang: Adds strength, balance, and control
 High-Carbon Stainless Steel Blades: Stronger, 

harder blade resists stains, rust, and pitting
 Reusable Blade Protectors: Keep knives secure  

and organized while protecting blade edge

Metropolitan offers the most 

popular handle type, triple 

rivet, at an appealing price 

point and classic design.

15pc Set includes: 2-3/4'' & 3-1/2'' paring knives, 4-
3/4” Partoku, 5-1/2'' utility, 7” Santoku, 9” scalloped 
& six 4-1/2” steak knifes, 8” sharpening steel, shears 
& hardwood block, set #1073704



ProHold Coated

PRO HOLD FEATURES & BENEFITS:

 Innovative Patented Grip: Intuitively guides the hand to 
optimal position for superior control

 Soft Grip Stripe: Adds comfort to handle
 Black Blade: Colored non-stick coating helps prevent food 

from sticking to knife and adds modern look
 Textured Bolster: Raised dots direct user where to hold 

knife for faster, easier cutting
 Reusable Blade Protectors: Keep knives secure                                                

and organized while protecting blade edge

ProHold delivers affordable innovation to 

the category and will appeal not only to 

shoppers replacing / upgrading their old 

cutlery, but also to those who are 

motivated to buy by seeing something 

new in the store.

14pc Set includes: (1) 8” Chef;(1) 8” Bread; (1) 5 “ 
Utility; (1) 5” Santoku (1) 3.5” Parer; (1) 3.25” 
Peeler;(6) steak Knives, set #1108684



Vivid

VIVID FEATURES & BENEFITS:

 Colored Soft Grip Handle : Most preferred 
handle type; grip the knife comfortably

 Stamped
 Colored Blade: Colored non-stick coating is fun 

and functional
 Reusable Blade Protectors: Keep knives secure                                                

and organized while protecting blade edge

The Vivid Color Series is a fun and 

exciting knife line that combines the fun of 

matching color blades with a consumer-

preferred soft grip color handle.  The line 

is priced perfectly to add incremental 

sales through inline and impulse 

purchases.

5-pc Set includes: 8" Chef, 8" Bread, 6-3/4" Santoku, 
5" Utility and 3-1/2" Paring Knives, set #1111953



Walnut Tradition 

WALNUT TRADITION FEATURES & BENEFITS:

 Walnut Handles
 Brass Triple Rivets: Securely fasten handle to tang 

for safety and stability
 Stamped
 Full Tang: Adds strength, balance, and control
 Reusable Blade Protectors: Keep knives secure                                                

and organized while protecting blade edge

The Chicago Cutlery 

Walnut Tradition collection 

features the classic styling 

of beautiful wood handles. 

5-pc Set includes: eight 4-1/2" steak knives, two 3" 
paring knives & one each: 5" utility & 6" chef knives, 
8" sharpening steel, & hardwood block, set #1061089



Shears

DELUXE SHEARS FEATURES & BENEFITS:

 Polymer Handles: Durable and non-porous
 Blade Separates on Open Stock Black Handle 

Design: For easy, thorough cleaning
 Reusable Blade Protectors: Keep shears secure  

and organized
 Bottle Opener & Can Opener: Conveniently built 

into handles
 Reusable Blade Protectors: Keep shears secure  

and organized

Chicago Cutlery shears 
feature rust- and stain-
resistant stainless steel 

blades with durable, non-
porous poly handles.

Basic Shears 4-pc Set includes: small herb snip scissor, 
medium general-purpose scissor & large kitchen 
scissor with 3-slot wood block, set #1071037

Basic 
Shears 4-
pc Set

Deluxe Shears

Deluxe Shears

Deluxe Shears
*Separating Handle



Deluxe Sharpener

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

• Unique Suction Cup Base: Attaches 
sharpener to countertop for easy use; 
no need to hold sharpener in hand

• 2 Sharpening Modules: Steel module 
for coarse sharpening to remove wear, 
ceramic module to hone and smooth

• Safe & Easy

Honing maintains sharpness and smooth's the knife edge. Honing will not restore a 
knife once it has gone dull.

Sharpening removes a small portion of the steel, in order to recreate the beveled 
edge and restore peak performance. 



Cutting Boards

 FEATURES & BENEFITS:

 Antibacterial Boards ideal for cutting 
meats and poultry.

 Environmentally-friendly Bamboo Boards 
 Variety of sizes from small to extra large 

provides a choice to ensure the right size 
for the job.

Avoid Damage to counters.  Groves included to 
capture juices.  Boards are reversible.
Convenient choices in Bamboo, Rubberwood, and 
Antibacterial materials.


